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In duality pairs such as (db, WOO) and (W- ‘,p’, W$p). a convex integral functional 
on the space of functions has a polar which admits an integral representation. This 
representation is the sum of a first term involving the absolutely continuous com- 
ponent of the measure and of a second one which is a positively homogeneous 
function of the singular part. The duality is useful in plasticity theory. In the 
Sobolev case the study of non-parametric integrands is new. A description of the 
sub-differential is obtained. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Our motivations arise from two kinds of problems. 
FIRST PROBLEM. In the mathematical theory of plasticity the energy can 
be expressed by 
f f(x, Dub)) dx, R 
where f(x, a) is convex with linear growth. The function u can be discon- 
tinuous so its gradient (more precisely its deformation) Du has to be taken 
in the distribution sense. With some appropriate hypotheses (see [36]), Du 
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belongs to the space Jtib of bounded measures, hence the idea of extending 
the functional 
Zf:o I-+ 
I 
f(x, u(x)) dx 
R 
from L’ to Jz’~ by taking the o(&Yb, %$,) lower semi-continuous hull 
F: I H lb If(U). 
0-d 
Let us point out that the a(~#~, qO) topology is the one which provides 
relative compactness of the sequence Du, when u, approaches the 
equilibrium. 
When I, is convex and proper one has 
~(;(n)=suP{(i,cp)--I,*(cp)IcpE~~kb). 
The problem is to give an integral expression of F(1). 
SECOND PROBLEM. In the variational approach of semi-linear elliptic 
equations involving measures such as the Thomas-Fermi problem (see 
Brezis [13, 141 and Attouch, Bouchittt, and Mabrouk [2]), the Euler 
equation is obtained by computing the sub-differential on the Sobolev 
space W, l,P of an integral functional j j(x, u(x)) dx. Usually the domain of 
the polar functional is contained in db n W-‘,p’. 
Thus the two problems lead to the calculus on a space of measures of the 
polar of an integral functional. When f or j do not depend on x, the 
expression of the polar is due to Temam [37] and Demengel and Temam 
[19] for the lirst problem (but already in Valadier [40,41]), and Brezis 
[ 111 completed by Grun-Rehomme [23] for the second one. 
In the two previous problems it is important to allow f and j to depend 
on x (non-homogeneous media in the first situation and second member 
measure in the second one). In this direction the duality (Jfb, %$,) has been 
considered by several authors (Rockafellar [32], Olech [28,29], Valadier 
[41]). In the same way Giaquinta, Modica, and Soucek [21] and Dal 
Maso [16], using a result of Reschetniak [30], obtain the integral 
representation of F under hypotheses implying the continuity off in (x, z) 
and its linear growth in z. Since 1985 this problem has been intensively 
studied by Hadhri [24], Valadier [42] (using Tran cao Nguyen [38, 39]), 
and De Giorgi, Ambrosio, and Buttazzo [17]. 
Our approach is new. It reduces the calculus of 
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to the calculus of 
where m is a positive measure such that p 4 m and 16 m, and J ( = I,.) is 
an integral functional with respect to m. The basic result (Theorem 1 of 
Section 2) may seem rather abstract but it contains almost all difficulties. 
On the whole the proof is shorter than those of all previous paper. 
In Section 3 we recover the formula (already in Valadier [40]) 
where il, + A, is the Lebesgue decomposition (with respect to ,H) of 1 and 
the integrands h and g derive from f: The situation is quite different from 
the non-parametric case where g = f and h =f, the recession function off: 
Indeed as shown in the examples of Section 5, g can be different from J: 
Nevertheless, under some regularity assumptions which are set in Section 4, 
the equality h=f,(x, .) may occur p-a.e. (which implies g(x, .)=f(x, .) 
a.e.) or everywhere. A comparison is then possible with the results of 
[l, 16, 211. 
The application to the duality (W$P, W-lsp’) (second problem) is 
studied in [S, 7, 81; the results of Brezis [ 111 and Grun-Rehomme [23] 
are extended. 
The present paper follows and improves in some details on Bouchitte 
[4, 5,6]. Sections 2 to 4 include the results of Valadier [42], with new 
proofs, and some other results (especially in Section 4). 
1. NOTATIONS 
Throughout this paper 52 denotes a locally compact metrizable space 
which is a-compact, that is, a union of a countable sequence of compact 
subsets. This allows 52 to be compact metrizable (which from the 
mathematical standpoint would be simpler). This also allows 52 to be an 
open subset of IF’. 
A positive Radon measure p on 52 is given. When 52 is an open subset of 
RN it may be the Lebesgue measure. We will denote by m an auxiliary 
positive measure. 
The space of continous functions tending to 0 at infinity is denoted by 
%$,(a), abbreviated as %$. The space of IF@-valued functions %&(a; Rd) is 
also denoted by [&Id and d will often be omitted. By ‘& we denote the 
space of continuous functions with compact supports. When 0 is an open 
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subset of RN, $Y is the space of infinitely differentiable functions and %Y,” 
or 9 is the subspace of functions with compact supports. 
By JZ and .& we denote respectively the spaces of Radon measures on 
Q and of bounded measures. The spaces of V-valued measures are denoted 
by &(Q; W”), db(G?; R”) or [.&I’, C&Z”]” (d will often be omitted). 
Most of the paper uses one of the duality pairs (J’#, G&e,) or (&Zb, %&go). The 
bilinear form is denoted with brackets (for example (1, cp)) but the scalar 
product of z, z’ E Rd is denoted by z. z’. If F is a function on a vector space 
E, F* denotes its polar 
F*(x’) = sup{ ( x’,x)-F(x)lx~E) 
and dom F= (xl F(x) < co}. If C is a subset of E, 6(.1 C) denotes its 
indicator function (taking value 0 on C, + co outside) and a*(. 1 C) its 
support function. 
A normal integrand f is a measurable function f :Q x iRd -P R. We say 
that f is a convex normal integrand if moreover, Vx, f(x, .) is convex I.s.c. 
Other notation: N is the set of integers n 2 0, N * = N \ {0}, B(x, r) is the 
closed ball with center x and radius r, and 6, is the Dirac measure at a. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
2.1. We denote by Y”(Q, m) the vector space of real measurable 
functions. 
DEFINITION. A subset ~9’ of [J?‘]” is said to be PC&stable if for any 
continuous partition of unity (ma, . . . . a,) such that cl,, . . . . a, belong to Gs’~ 
(variant, when 52 is an open subset of RN, a,, . . . . a,E 9(Q), aoE%Y’(f2)), 
for every uo, . . . . U, in &‘, x;=. aiui belongs to 2”. 
Remark. In the main applications 2 will be [%Zold or [%J” and, in 
other papers [S, 7,8], {iilu~ [W$PnL”ld}, where ii denotes all quasi- 
continuous elements of the Lebesgue equivalence class of u ([3, 121). 
2.2. Recall the following result [43, Proposition 1.141 (for a more 
recent paper see Fougeres [20]). For any subset 2, of [YOld there 
exists a smallest closed-valued measurable multifunction f such that 
‘due Z1, u(x)E T(x) m-a.e. (smallest refers to inclusion a.e.). We write 
r = ess sup, E xb (u( .)> and say that r is th e essential supremum of the mul- 
tifunctions xc-r {U(X)} (U G #r). Moreover there exists a sequence (u,) in 
4 such that a.e. T(x) = cl{ u,(x) 1 n E N }. If (u,) is any other sequence in X1 
we can add the u, to the u,,. Thus if % c [‘iRo(Q)ld, since w. is separable 
(for the uniform convergence norm), we can add a dense sequence and this 
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proves T(x) = cl{ u(x) ( u E Z$ }. If Z1 is convex it is easy to see that r is 
(a.e.) convex valued. This remains true if % is PCU stable. Indeed for any 
compact subset K of 52 and r,,, . . . . r, 2 0 such that C ri = 1, there exists a 
continuous partition of unity (a,,, . . . . a,) with a,, . . . . a, E %= and Vi, a,(x) = ri 
on K. Then adding to the u,,, all the C tliui for (a,, . . . . a,) corresponding to 
rational ri and K running through a countable family of compacts (K,) 
such that lJ K, = 52, one can easily check that T(x) is convex. 
2.3. Letj:SZxlRd+]-qco] b e a normal convex integrand. For 
any UE [Y’]“, j(., u) denotes the function xwj(x, u(x)). Denote J the 
functional 
UH s j(., u) dm R [Jz”]d-+ R, 
where, as usual in convex analysis, J j(*, u) dm = + co as soon as 
fj(*, u)’ dm = + co. 
THEOREM 1. Let 2 be a PC&stable subset of [Y”]4 Suppose 3uo E A? 
with J(uo) E [w. Then r = ess sup, E H ~ dam, { u( * ) } is convex valued, 
and 
inf j(x, z) = ess inf j(., a). 
rel-(x) ue.WndomJ 
Commentary. Classical results about commutativity of j and inf assume 
that 2 is a decomposable vector space or the set of measurable selectors of 
a multifunction: see Rockafellar [31, 333, Hiai and Umegaki [25], and 
Bourass and Valadier [9]. 
Remark/Example. We cannot take r= ess sup,, Jp { u( * )}. Indeed let 
Q = R, m the Lebesgue measure, d= 1, K a compact subset of R such that 
int(K) = Qr and m(K) > 0 (one can construct K analogously to the Cantor 
set). Let 
if XEK 
otherwise. 
Let &’ = G$. Then infuE Jy J(u)=0 because, if u & 0, the set {xlu(x)#O 
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and x 4 K) is open and non-empty, so has > 0 measure and J(u) = + ocj. 
But esssup,,,{u(.)} h is t e constant multifunction x I-+ R and 
inf j(x, 2) = 
-a3 if XEK 
IER 
o 
otherwise. 
Proof. (1) First X’ n dom J is still PCU-stable (because j( . , Caiui) d 
C a,j( ., ui) + ), hence r is convex valued. 
(2) Prove the first equality. 
Let Y(X) = infiEr(,) J ‘(x, z) (y is p-measurable; Castaing and Valadier [ 15, 
Lemma 111.391). First > holds because, Vu E X n dom J, u(x) E T(x) a.e. so 
Ax, u(x)) > y(x) a.e. 
Prove now 6. Let r E R, r > 1 y dm. Thanks to Bourbaki [lo] or 
Dellacherie and Meyer [18, Theo&me 48, pp. 107-1081 there exists a 1.s.c. 
integrable such that Vx, a(x)>y(x) andjadm<r (as y+ <j(.,u,)‘, y+ is 
integrable and can be approached upper by a 1.s.c. function, and y - can be 
approached below by an U.S.C. function). We may modify slightly a to 
obtain Vx, a(x) > y(x). 
Let (u,L. 1 be a sequence in X’ndom J such that T(x) = 
cl{u,(x)ln~~(*}. Let N be a negligible set such that Vn, VXEQ\N, 
j(x, u,(x))E R (recall that u, ~dom J implies j(., u,)+ is integrable and 
that j(x, z) > - co). Let E > 0. There exists K compact, Kc S2\N such that 
jniK CIA., 41 + 141 d m<c. There exists q >O such that m(A) <q implies 
SAIJj(.,~O)I+lal]dm<~. Let K” be a compact such that K’czK, 
m(K\K”) < q and Vn, j( ., u,) is continuous on K”. 
Let A, = {x E K” 1 j(x, u,(x)) <a(x)}. It is an open subset of K”. From 
Lemma Al (see Appendix 1) applied with D = {u,(x) In E N*} (so 
D = T(x)), for any x E K”, y(x) = inf,,. , j(x, u,(x)), hence una I A, = K”. By 
compactness there exists p such that K” = u,“=, A,. There exists an open 
subset V” of Q such that I” I) K” and 
vn, O<n<p* s j(., u,)+ dm <E. v-it? P+l 
Let I’, be a relatively compact open subset of Q such that V, n K” = A,. 
We may suppose I’, c I”‘“. There exists a continuous partition of unity 
(a 0, em.3 ap) such that Vi = 1, . . . . p, supp ai c Vi and supp a,, c 52 \K” (see, for 
example, Bourbaki [ 10, Chap. 111.1, no 2, Lemme 1, p. 431; when D is an 
open subset of RN it is possible to get Vi, aiE G??(O), see L. Schwartz [35, 
Chap. I, Theo&me II]). 
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j(., u,)+ dm<E 
=j*y + s,,;** 62E. 
Finally, so j( *, u) dm < r + 5~. 
(3) As shown in (2), y(x) = inf,. 1 j(x, u,(x)) a.e. Hence 
7 2 ess infu E & n domJ j(-, u). Conversely there exists a sequence (uk) in 
&’ n dom J such that 
essinf j(., u)=iFfj(., ok). 
ueS’odoml 
But uk(x) E T(x) a.e. so 
Y(X) G iffAx, dx)). 
THEOREM 2. We keep the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Let X and Y be vec- 
tor spaces of Rd-valued measurable functions such that Vu E X, Vu E Y, 
u( . ). v( * ) is m-integrable and 3’ t X. Then, in the duality (a, Y) 
VVEY, Cr+~(.I~)l*(v)=j~k(.,v)dm, 
where k(x, .) = [j*(x,.)V6*(. IT(x))]** (here V denotes the intimum 
convolution [27]). 
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Remark. It is possible with a minoration hypothesis to obtain that the 
a(%, 3) 1.s.c. hull of J+ 6(. 12) is u H J(u) + jn @u(x) 1 T(x)) m(dx) (see 
Bouchitte [ 5, Theo&me 23 ). 
Proof: 
[J+S(.I3q]*(v)=sup [(u,u)-J(u)--(ulX)l 
ue.F 
= sup 
ucx s 
[u(.).v(.)-j(*, u)] dm 
=- inf j’( ., u) dm 
l4c.w 5 
with j’(x,z)=j(x,z)-zzu(x). Since dom J’nS=domJnX, the mul- 
tifunction ess sup, E JIp n domJ’ { u( . )} is still f. Moreover J’( u,J E aB. 
By Theorem 1, 
[J+6(.(3P)]*(u)= -j 2m,f[x, Ejk 2) - z. 4x11 m(dx) 
= I CAx, .I + d(. I rb))l*(G)) m(dx). 
Since j(x, . ) and 6( . 1 T(x)) are 1.s.c. 
Ax, *)+&.lm))= cj*(x, .)v6*(.lm))l* 
(see, for example, Castaing and Valadier [ 15, Proposition I. 19)). 
It is possible to choose classical spaces for % and ?Y. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let j be a normal convex integrand. Suppose .x? is a 
vector subspace of [Y”]” such that Vu E X, Vu E %‘JQ) (variant, when 52 is 
an open subset of RN, Vu E B(Q)), au belongs to X. Suppose 3 uO E 2 such 
that J(z+,)E 58. Let r=ess s~p,~~~~,,~~{u(.)}. 
(1) Consider the functional on CL”]‘, .I+ 6(. 1%). Then its polar on 
[L’ld verifies 
[J+b(-/%)]*(u)=f k(.,u)dm, 
R 
where k(x, .)= [j*(x, *)VS*(* lr(x))]**. 
(2) If X c [?&I” then T(x) = cl{ u(x) 1 u E X’ n dom J} a.e. 
Proof: Remark that % is PCU-stable because C;=O aiui= u. + 
CY= 1 ai(Ui- uob 
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(1) This results from Theorem 2 applied with ?K = [9’m]d and 
+Y = [2qd. 
(2) This has been said in 2.2. 
Remark. It is possible to give a variant with 9 = [YiOJd and for % the 
space of SF-functions with compact supports. 
3. DESCRIPTION OF F 
Let f: 52 x R“ + ] - co, co] be a convex normal integrand. We suppose 
WI 3cpo~QL 3aEL’ such that p-a.e. in x, ‘t/z, f(x, z) 2 
p,(x). z - a(x) (equivalently 3 ‘pO E %?C such that ZP(cpo) < cc). 
(H2) CUTE [Z.i,,(Q, p)ld such that IAn,) c cc (equivalently InO E 
[Z&]“, 3b E L’ such that p-a.e., Vz, f*(x, z) 2 z 1 z+,(x) - b(x)). 
Here, for any UE [9’(g)]‘, Z~~)=f~f(*,n)d~. Let F: [.M]d+]-q~] 
be defined as 
if 141 
F(1) = 
+cO otherwise. 
(Note that d;lldpE L/,, and, by (Hl), f(., M/dp)>,cp,(.).(dA/dp)(.)-a, 
hence F(I) > - 03.) 
THEOREM 4. Let 
h(x,z)=supfcp(x)-z]~~~CndomZ,} 
g(x, . ) = cm * ) wx, . )I **, 
Iz E [A]‘, 1, + 1, its Lebesgue decomposition with respect to p, 8 any 
positive measure such that A, 4 9. Then the a(A, WC) I.s.c. hull of F is 
and the a(L&, %$) 1.s.c. hull of If is Z,. 
With 
(H2)’ 3UOE CL’]” such that ZJu,) < co, and F, : [AbId+ ] -co, a] 
defined by 
I 
if 191.1 
FI@) = 
+cO otherwise 
we obtain 
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THEOREM 4’. The o(Mb, %&b) 1.s.c. hull F, of F, is 
407 
F,(A)= j*g(.,~)d~+~~h(-,~)de 
with g and h defined as in Theorem 4. Moreover the a(L’, WO) 1.~. hull of I, 
is I,. 
Remarks. ( 1) If (Hl ) were replaced by 
(Hl)’ 3q,~%, such that Z,.(cpO)< cc 
one would have to redefine h and g. 
(2) If p is non-atomic one can start from a measurable integrand f 
not necessarily convex, and the 1.s.c. hulls F and F, are the same as those 
obtained starting from f , **. this results from the Liapunov theorem. See 
Valadier [41] and Bouchitte [S]. 
(3) As h is sublinear the choice of 8 is immaterial as soon as A, $0. 
See Goffman and Serrin [22]. 
Proof of Theorem 4. First, since L:,,, is decomposable and Z,(uO) < CO, 
thanks to a famous theorem by Rockafellar, the polar Fc of F in the 
duality (4, %‘J is 
F*(d=u~;w [<u> cp)-W)l=b(cph 
Tha/nks to minoration (H 1) and convexity, P= P *, hence 
F(J)= sup [<A cp)-~f*wl. 
PPEQC 
Consider now a fixed 1 E [A]‘. There exists a Bore1 set A such that 
PL(Q\A)=l&l (A)=(). 
Let m=p+(rZ,(. Then Mm and 
-g(x)= 
I 
$4 
Ax 
dy,( ) s 
Thus dr2/dm E L:,,,(m). Setting 
Ax, z)= 1 f*(X,Z) o 
if XEA 
if XEQ\A. 
if XEA 
if xcQ\A 
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Now we can apply Theorem 2 with X = X = +$. and +Y = [L&,ld. Indeed, 
by (Hl) and (H2), J(cp,)~ R (remark .Z= I,-.). Thus 
with k(x, .) = [j*(x, .) V6*(- 1 Z(x))]**. 
Since Z(x) =cl{cp(x)I cp~%$ndorn I,.} (in fact Z is defined up to 
equality m-a.e. but this expression is independent of m), 
6*(z) T(x)) = h(x, 2). 
Since 
fc%z) 
.rw 2) = qz, iO)) 
i 
if SEA 
if XEO\A, 
4% ,I= h(x, *) 
i 
g(x, * 1 if XEA 
if XESZ\A. 
Finally, 
pC1)=jA g(.,~)dm+j*,~h(.,~)dm 
Proof of Theorem 4’. We still have, for 9 E ‘iR,, F:(q) = ZJcp) and 
W)= sup [(A cp)-~f*(cp)l. 
rpC@O 
For a given i E [A%~]‘, let A, m, and j be as in the proof of Theorem 4. 
Here dA/dm E L’(m). 
We apply Theorem 2 with 9/ = 3”, X’ = %$, and E=@, (or L?~) (we 
may also apply Proposition 3). We get F’,(n) = fn k( ., dA/dm) dm. Here the 
only difference is that 
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A priori, using %?,, in place of +& should give a greater function h. But let 
cpE%$ndomZ~.. There exists /?,E%$, /3,>0, /?, 7 xn, then tin=fi,~+ 
(1 - /?,)cpO (where cpO satisfies (Hl )) belongs to 5$ n dom Z,.. Hence, for 
any x, +,Jx) --) p(x) and the function 6*(zl T(x)) is the same h as in 
Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 5. Under (H 1 ), with h and g defined in Theorem 4 one has, for 
any bounded positive Bore1 function $, V,l E [JZ]~ (or [AbId), 
= sup $q.dL-j ~f*(.,cP)d~(cPEdomZf.n~~(resp.~~) . 
R 
Moreover, if $ is continuous, the supremum can be taken on the whole space 
‘G;, or %Yo. 
Comment. Consider the measure G(L) with values in ] - co, a] defined 
by, V B Bore1 set, 
The first member in the statement is f $ dG(il). When G(L) is a Radon 
measure (equivalently takes finite values on compact sets) it is charac- 
terized by the knowledge of the values j ti dG(,l), + continuous. The for- 
mula has been given by Temam [36,37], Demengel and Temam [ 191, 
Hadhri [24], and Valadier [42,45-J. The continuity of tj is necessary to 
take the supremum on %,,* 
Proof. (a) Consider for a fixed I, I’ = tj1 and m = J/p + Ic/ )A, 1. Then 
3,’ 4 m and, if A is a Bore1 set such that p(Q\A) = 112,1 (A) = 0, one has 
if xEA 
and, since $ is bounded, dA’/dm E Lo,,, (resp. L’(m)). Set also 
if XEA 
otherwise. 
580180/2- 12 
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ThenS,IlrS*(.,~P)d~=EOj(.,(P)d m, which will be denoted by J(q). Thus 
the right-hand side of the formula of Theorem 5 equals 
where L%? = %‘c ndom I,, (or G&n dom Is.). Since $ is bounded one has 
&’ c dom J, hence X n dom J= X and ‘pO E # n dom J. Moreover X is 
PCU-stable. We can apply Theorem 2 with 9 = [L:Jd (or [L.‘ld), X = 9& 
or +&. Thus 
with k(x, .)= [j*(x, *)V6*(* (Z(x))]** and Z=esssup,E,{u(*)}. Again 
T(x) = cl { q(x) ( cp E .X} and one can end the proof as in Theorem 4. 
(b) Suppose that the supremum is on the whole space ‘i9, (or G&J and 
that r,G is continuous. Proceeding as in (a), but with &‘=gG or Q$,, the 
difftculty is to check that, denoting Z= ess supUs X n domJ { u( . )} = 
cl{cp(x)(cp~~~or~~and~~~*(~,cp)d~~co),onehas~(x)G*(z(~(x))= 
$(x) h(x, z). We may suppose $(x)>O. There exists a compact 
neighborhood K of x such that inf, $ = S > 0. The remainder is routine. 
4. SOME PROPERTIES OF h AND g 
Throughout this section the duality pair is either (~8, Q?J or (Ab, go). 
Hypotheses (Hl ) and (H2) are assumed, so 
h(x,z)=sup{z~q(x)~q~~~n dom I,.} 
=sup{z~rp(x))cp~%‘~ndomZ~.} 
(see the proof of Theorem 4’). 
We will sometimes use in place of (Hl) the stronger 
(Hl)” 3&~ 10, co [, 3a E L’ such that a.e., t/z, f(x, z) > 1, (zj -a(x). 
(Remark that (Hl)” * (Hl) with cpO=O.) 
Recall that the recession or asymptotic function fm(x, . ) of the convex 
I.s.c. proper function j(x, .) satisfies 
and f,(x, z) = 6*(z I dom f*(x, a)) (Rockafellar [34, Theorem 8.5, p. 66, 
and Theorem 13.3, p. 1163). 
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PROWSITION 6. Let 
E(x) = 
{ 
z E Rdj 3 V open, V3 x, 3~ continuous on V such that 
cp(x)=zand f*(.,q)dp<oo s V I 
E,(x) = z E Rd) 3 V open, V3 x such that 
s V 
Then 
(1) V(x, z), W, z) = 6*(z I E(x)), 
(2) ifx~SZ\suppp, E(x)=E,(x)=Rdandh(x;)=6(~({0}), 
(3) under (Hl)“, Vx, E,(x) c E(x) c E,(x). 
EXAMPLE. Without (Hl)“, (3) may be false. Let Q= I--X, n[, p the 
Lebesgue measure, d = 2, 
D,= {il(cosx,sinx)~1~lR), Ax, . ) = 6(* I D,). 
Then f*(x, .) = 6(. 10:) and E,(O) = { (0, 0)}, E(0) = (0) x R. 
Proof: (1) This is proved in Valadier [42, Proposition 7, p. 223 and is 
known since Olech [28]. 
(2) If x C$ supp p, V = Q \supp .U is an open neighborhood of x and 
iF{;$;) Adx) =O for any z. So E(x)=,!?,(x)= Rd and h(x, .)= 
(3) The inclusion E,(x) c E(x) is obvious. Let z E E(x). Let V and cp 
corresponding to z. We may, changing V in a smaller neighborhood, sup- 
pose cp bounded. For any s>O, let I/,= (YE VJ Jcp(y)-zl <E} and W, a 
compact neighborhood of x contained in I’,. There exists 8,: V+ [0, 11 
continuous such that 0,(x) = 1 on W, and supp 8, c V,. Define 
Then cp,(x) = z and supVE v MY) - cpb4 G E. 
By (Hl)” the functional I on L”(V, p), defined by I(u)=j,f*(., u) dp, 
is bounded on a (norm) neighborhood of 0, so it is continuous on 
int(dom I), which contains [0, cp[. Hence if r E [0, l[ 
So for E sufficiently small, f*( ., rep,) E L’, hence jintC w,j f*( ., rz) dp < co 
and rz E E,(x). Finally, z E E,(x). 
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PROPOSITION 7. (1) One has p-a.e. 
&, . ) G fb, . ) 
4% ‘)=gmo(x, .)<fasx, .), 
(2) I, is a(L’, WO) (resp. o(L:,,, 9$)) kc. iff p-a.e. h(x, a ) = fm(x, . ) 
(equivalently h(x, *) 2 f,(x, .)). 
(3 ) If A?’ is an open subset of Q and if x H epi f *(x, . ) is 1.s.c. on Sz’, 
then Vx E Q’, f,(x, .) < h(x, *). As a consequence if p(Q\Q’) = 0, I, is 1.s.c. 
EXAMPLE. Let Q = R, p the Lebesgue measure, d= 1, K a compact sub- 
set of R! with int(K) = 0 and ,u(K) > 0, and 
f(x, z) = {b” Zt,,x,;fe 
> 
Then If.(q) = S(cp I IO}), so I,= 0 # &. 
Proof Parts (1) and (2) have been proved in Valadier [41,42]. For a 
somewhat more direct proof see Bouchitte [S, 71. 
(3) Let x~EIR’. If z,~dom f*(xO, .), by the Michael theorem [26] 
there exists a continuous selector (cp, $) of x~epi f *(x, .) such that 
(cp(x& $(x0)) = (z,,, f *(x,, zO)). Let K be a compact neighborhood of x 
contained in Q’. Then 
Hence z0 E E(x,). Therefore fm(xo, .) < h(x,, . ). The last assertion follows 
from (2). 
THEOREM 8. (1) Under one of the hypotheses 
(H3) Vz, f *( ., z) is U.C.S. on 52, 
(H4) f is 1.s.c. on 52 x R“ and f( ., 0) is locally bounded, 
one has Vx E 52, fm(x, .) < h(x, .) (hence I, is I.s.c.). 
(2) Under (H3) or (H4) and moreover 
(H5) Vz, fm(., z) is u.c.s., 
one has 
h(x9 z)= 
fco(x, z) if XESUPP/A 
6(zl{O}) if x E Q \supp /l. 
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Remarks and Comments. (1) For I, being a(L’, %rJ 1.s.c. it is sufficient 
to have (H3) or (H4) on an open set Q’ such that ~(C?\!Z?‘) = 0, for exam- 
ple (as said in [24]) if 
where Q, and Q, are disjoint open subsets such that 
PL(Q\(Ql u Q2)) = 0. 
(2) If f(x, .) does not depend on x, (H3) and (H5) are obviously 
satisfied. If moreover supp p = Sz, the formula of Theorem 5 becomes, V $ 
Bore1 bounded positive function, 
This is the starting formula (for $ continuous) of Temam [37] and 
Demengel and Temam [19]. 
(3) In case f is 1.s.c. on whole the space 0 x rW”, hypothesis (H4), 
Giaquinta, Modica, and Soucek [21], and Dal Maso [16] obtain, thanks 
to a result of Reschetniak [30] about sublinear functions of measures, that 
the functional 
is a(db, %&) 1.s.c. As a consequence I, is o(L’, %$,) I.s.c., hence 
g(x, . ) =f(x, . ) p-a.e. But it can happen that G # P, . Indeed consider the 
following example suggested in [ 16,4.4, p. 4143. 
EXAMPLE. Let Sz = [w, p = dx, d = 1. 
f(4 z) = (!iz, _ Ix, -l/2 
if Iz( 1x1 ‘I2 < 1 
if 121 Ix(~‘~> 1. 
Then f is continuous on Q x [w, (H4) is satisfied, but (H5) does not hold. 
One can check that Vx, h(x, z) = 2 (zl and fm(O, z) = IzJ. Thus G(6,) = 1 
and F,(&,) = 2. 
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(4) In [l, 163 (where the more difficult problem of a functional 
depending on the gradient is studied), a sufficient condition ensuring F= G 
is set. This condition implies that f is continuous in x and has linear 
growth in z; more precisely, 
VE>O, 36>0, (x1-x2) -=6=>Vz, If(x,,z)-f(x*,x)I G&(1 + 121). 
This hypothesis is far more stringent that the one of (2) of Theorem 8. 
Indeed (H3) or (H4) supplemented with (H5) does not imply the con- 
tinuity of f( *, z) but only the continuity of f,( -, z) (remark that f being 
I.s.c., f,(-, z) is 1.s.c. too). 
Proof of Theorem 8. (1) By Proposition 7 it is sufficient to prove that 
the multifunction Q : x w  epi f*(x, . ) is 1.s.c. 
(a) Under (H3). Let U be an open subset of lRdx R. Then 
{xeG?l Q(x)n iJ#Ql} = {x(3(z, r)E Usuch thatf*(x, z)<r} 
=~z~u{xlf*~xdNr~ 
(the change from < to < is easy) which is open. 
(b) Under (H4). Recall that, for (z, t)~ lW’x [w, 
if t<O 
3(x, z, t) = a*(@, 1) I Q(x), = if t=O 
if t >O. 
From Lemma A2 it is sufficient to prove that 3 is 1.s.c. This is a con- 
sequence of Dal Maso [16]. 
(2) Under (H5) 
V={x~SZ]3z~lW’suchthatf,(x,z)<h(x,z)} 
= u {xl fdx, z) < 0, 4 
is open (h defined in Theorem 4 is I.s.c.). From Proposition 7(l) a.e. 
foo(x, . ) > h(x, . ), so V is negligible, hence Vn supp p = fa. 
If x E supp II, x 4 V and then using (1 ), foo(x, . ) = h(x, . ). If x $ supp ~1, 
the result follows from Proposition 6(2). 
5. EXAMPLES 
The proofs of the results stated in Examples 1 to 4 are left to the reader. 
For details see Bouchitd [S, 71. 
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EXAMPLE 1. Let Sz be an open subset of RN and C be an N- l-dimen- 
sional hypersurface contained in 52. Let p denote the measure 
dx+HNpl(Zn e), where HN-’ is the N- l-dimensional HausdorfY 
measure (thus HN- ‘(C n * ) is the area measure of C). We’suppose that 2‘ 
is regular, that is, p is finite on compact sets and .Q\X is dense in a. 
Let 
Let 
Remark that p = 4 1.1’ VI . I. Then, if 1, + I, is the p-decomposition of 1, 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Q be an open subset of IWN, p the Lebesgue measure, 
a : 52 -+ [0, cc [ a locally integrable function, and f(x, z) = a(x) IzJ. Then, if 
and ri is the 1.s.c. hull of 6, 
Remark. As soon as j-*(x, 9) is an indicator, F(J.)=P(nI@), where Q, 
is the set of G&-selectors of a 1.s.c. multifunction l-‘. For the existence of r see 
Valadier [44]. In Examples 2 and 4 below, it is possible to “calculate” ZY 
EXAMPLE 3. Let IR be an open subset of IWN, p the Lebesgue measure, 
a: 52 + [0, 00 [ a measurable function, and f(x, z) = fa(x) IzI *. Then, if 52’ 
is the greatest open subset on which l/a is locally integrable (with the 
convention l/O = + co), one has 
( +cO if lAS( (52’)>0. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Let D be an open subset of RN, ~1 the Lebesgue measure, 
and A: Q 4 lQd a measurable function such that IA(x)/ = 1 a.e. Let 
f(x, z) = [A(x). z] +. If A’ is defined as in Example 2 but coordinate-wise, 
that is, 
Vie (1, . . . . d}, &x) = 6F+ Mm @I-’ Jb,., 6) A,(Y) 49 
and if 0’ is the greatest open subset on which A” is continuous, then F(A) = 
Jw C(W I4 l(x). 441+ I4 (dx). 
Remarks. (1) On Q’, [A(X)/ = 1 because A”(x) = A(x) a.e. 
(2) The existence of $2’ and 2 can be proved without the - 
operation. Indeed Q’ is the greatest open subset on which A is a.e. equal to 
a (unique) continuous function. The existence of 52’ follows from the 
Lindelof property. One can treat also f(x, z) = IA(x) .zI: in this case it is 
necessary to topologize the unit sphere identifying opposite points. 
EXAMPLE 5 (which describes the usual case in plasticity theory). Let Q 
be an open bounded subset of R”’ and E the space of symmetric tensors of 
order 2 (dim E = N(N+ 1)/2). Recall that E has a euclidean stucture for 
which the orthogonal of [WI (the one-dimensional subspace of diagonal 
tensors) is the space ED of rensors whose traces vanish. 
Let B be a closed convex-valued 1.s.c. multifunction such that Vx, 
0 E B(x). We suppose moreover that VP E %&, cp(x) E B(x) a.e. * q(x) E B(x) 
everywhere (remark that this avoids Q = ] - 1, l[, B(x) = [0, l] if x # 0, 
B(0) = (0)). There exist many 1.s.c. discontinuous multifunctions which 
satisfy this hypothesis. In practice B(x)= BD(x)+ rWZ, where BD(x) is a 
convex compact subset of ED containing 0. 
Let y : R -+ [w be continuous and $ be a convex normal integrand on 
Sz x E such that 0 <+(x, .) <y(.). The useful integrand in plasticity is 
Ax, * I= CIcl(x, .I + 6( * I B(x))1 *. 
Let h(x, *) = 6*(. 1 B(x)). Then 
Remark. When B(x) = BD(x) + IWZ, 
if ZEE~ 
otherwise. 
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Hence dom h(x, .) = ED and, if UE BD(s2) and Du= $(uV+ uii) satisfies 
F,(Du) -C co, the singular part of the measure div u = tr(Du) vanishes. 
ProoJ Since f*(x, .) = Jl(x, .) + 6(. ( B(x)), one has for cp E GF?~ 
If.(q) < cc 0 q(x) E B(x) a.e. 0 Vx, q(x) E B(x). 
Thanks to the Michael theorem [26], for any z E B(x), there exists cp E Q$ 
with q(x) =z and Vy, cp(y)~B(y). Thus h(x, .)=6*(. 1 B(x)) and, since 
g* =f* + h*, vx, g(x, *) =f(x, .). 
APPENDIX 1 
LEMMA Al. Let g: Rd+ ]-CO, CO] be convex kc., D c dom g. Sup- 
pose b convex. Then the 1s.~. hull 
s+@.lD) of g + a(. ) D) is equal to g + 6(. ID). 
In particular inf, g = infd g. 
Proof. Obviously g + 6(. 16) <g + 6(. 1 D). Without loss of generality 
we may suppose that the affrne subspace generated by D is Rd itself. So 
int(co D) # 0. Let x0 E int(co D), one has x,, E int(dom g) n 4. 
(a) As g is continuous at x0, 
g + @* I D)(xo) = lim g(x) = g(x,) 
“;; 2 
= cg+4. Imk3). 
(b) Let x,ED, x,#x,,, and prove g+6(* ID)(x,)<g(x,). Let x1= 
Ax, + (1 - 2)x,. When il runs through [0, l[, x1 belongs to 
int (dom g) n 6, hence, by (a), 
g+&. Ph)= g(x2.). 
On a one-dimensional interval like [x0, x,], a convex function is u.s.c., so 
when it is 1.s.c. it is continuous. Hence 
g+&. IPNxl)=A$m g+&* ID)(xz) 
= lim g(x2)= g(x*). 
i-+1- 
The last formula is easy. 
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APPENDIX 2 
LEMMA A2. Let Q be a multifunction on a topological space f2 to the 
convex subsets of iI?‘. Then Q is I.s.c. on f2 iff (x, z’) H d*(z’( Q(x)) is 1.s.c. 
on Q x Rd. 
Proof: Let cp(x, z’) = 6*(z’j Q(X)). 
(1) Suppose Q is kc. Let (x,,, zb) E D x Rd and r E Ii%, r < q(x,, zb). 
The set W= {( z, z’) E ( Rd)’ 1 z * z’ > r} is open. There exists z0 E Q(x,,) such 
that (z,, zb) E W. There exists U an open neighborhood of z. and 17’ an 
open neighborhood of zb such that Ux U’ is contained in W. As Q is 1.s.c. 
and z. E Q(xo) n U, there exists a neighborhood V of x0 such that Vx E V, 
Q(x) n U# 0. Hence 
(x, z’) E vx u’ * cp(x, z’) > z, . z’ (where z, E Q(x) n U) 
> r. 
Thus cp is 1.s.c. at (x0, zb). 
(2) Suppose cp is 1.s.c. and Q is not 1.s.c. at x0. Let U be an open sub- 
set of Rd such that Q(xo) n U# 0. We may suppose U convex and 
0 E Q(xo) n U. Thus cp(x,, . ) > 0. There exists a generalized sequence ( y,) 
such that y, + x0 and Q( y,) n U = 0. By the Hahn-Banach theorem 32: 
and r E R such that 
q(y,,zh)<r< inf z*z&. 
reu 
We may suppose r = - 1. Thus z: E (~‘1 Vz E U, z * z’> - l}, which is an 
equicontinuous set (here a bounded subset of Rd). Let z’ be a cluster 
point of the generalized sequence (z&). By the lower semi-continuity of 
cp, cp(x,, z’) < - 1, which is a contradiction. 
Remark. This improves in one direction II.21 of Castaing and Valadier 
cm 
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